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BEGINNER UNIT 8 (B3)



Activity group(s): 1 Number of exercises: 92



Beginner Unit 8 (13 activity (ies) 01:43:40) Dialogue: Explore [1 exercises] 1



Welcome to Santa Fe! Would you like a tour of the city? Yes, where are we now? Great! What is this building? I would love to see the city.



2



This is a bakery, it sells bread. Four hundred years old. These stores sell clothes.



3 3 3



It's behind the bank. No, that's a movie theater. About 60,000 people live in Santa Fe.



4 4 4



No, the post office is closed on Saturday afternoon. At nine o'clock in the morning. One stamp costs 60 cents.



5



You can learn about the history of the city in the museum. Where is the museum? Is that the museum there? How many people live in Santa Fe?



4



2 2 2



This is the downtown area. What does that store sell? How old is this city? There are a lot of stores downtown.



3



This is City Hall. This is City Hall.



Here is the post office. Is it open? When does the post office open? How much do stamps cost?
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5 5



5



And there, on the left, is a new movie theater. What is between the movie theater and the post office? Is that a bookstore? How much does a ticket cost?



6



What is across from the park?



It's not far from the museum. Five minutes from here. No, that's the bus station.



8 8 8



Right here! You can have a sandwich.



9 9 9



Sure. No problem. Those people are drinking juice.



10 10 10



7



[You are now in the coffee shop.] What do you want to drink? A cup of tea with milk, please. I would like a soda, please. What are those people drinking?



10



7 7



Would you like to go to the coffee shop? Where is it? Yes, I'm thirsty. I'm hungry, can we eat there?



9



Yes, of course! Yes, the grocery store is behind the park. That is a grocery store.



We can walk in the park tomorrow, before your train leaves. Where is the train station? How far is the train station? Is that the train station next to the park?



8



6 6 6



Here, on the right, is the park. Can you run in the park? Is the park in front of the grocery store?



7



That is a bookstore. Yes. Eight dollars.



This is the end of the tour! Thanks, Santa Fe is really beautiful! See you tomorrow in the park! OK, thank you very much!



Word Pronunciation [16 word(s)] bank bookstore
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building to buy closed to cost downtown grocery store movie theater museum on the left on the right to open post office to sell train station



Phonetics Exercise [5 phoneme(s)]



f



office front from far beautiful



w



we would where what when



s



city sell store office Thanks thirsty



O



thanks theater thirsty with



D



this that those there the



Key grammar explanations [6 grammar point(s)] 1



Definite and indefinite articles
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2



The negative form
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3



'How much' - 'How many'



4



'Here' - 'There'



5



'There is' - 'There are'
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6



The affirmative imperative



Grammar Practice [6 exercises] 1



Make the following phrases plural. Example: there is a pie



there are pies



there is a book



there are books



there is a movie



there are movies



there is a shirt



there are shirts



there is a beach



there are beaches



there is a child



there are children



there is a woman



there are women



'There is' - 'There are'
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2



Reformulate as in the example. Example: how (much / many) eggs



how many eggs



how (much / many) bread



how much bread



how (much / many) money



how much money



how (much / many) people



how many people



how (much / many) soda



how much soda



how (much / many) books



how many books



how (much / many) time



how much time



'How much' - 'How many'



3



Reformulate as in the example. Example: the building (there)



that building



the street (here)



this street



the streets (there)



those streets



the store (there)



that store



the stores (here)



these stores



the park (there)



that park



the parks (there)



those parks



Demonstratives
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4



Conjugate as in the example. Example: he (to be / not) I (to be / not)



I am not I'm not



you (to be / not)



you are not you're not you aren't



she (to be / not)



she is not she's not she isn't



it (to be / not)



it is not it's not it isn't



we (to be / not)



we are not we're not we aren't



they (to be / not)



they are not they're not they aren't



The verb 'to be'



5



he is not



The negative form



Conjugate as in the example. Example: I (to be)



I'm



you are



you're



he is



he's



she is



she's



it is



it's



we are



we're



they are



they're



Contraction of 'to be'
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6



Reformulate as in the example. Example: it is not



it isn't



you are not



you aren't you're not



he is not



he isn't he's not



she is not



she isn't she's not



we are not



we aren't we're not



they are not



they aren't they're not



I am not



I am not I'm not



The negative form



Sentence Pronunciation [30 sentence(s)] Yes, where are we now? Great! What is this building? I would love to see the city. What does that store sell? How old is this city? There are a lot of stores downtown. Where is the museum? Is that the museum there? How many people live in Santa Fe? Is it open? When does the post office open? How much do stamps cost? What is between the movie theater and the post office? Is that a bookstore? How much does a ticket cost? Can you run in the park? Is the park in front of the grocery store? What is across from the park? Where is the train station? How far is the train station? Is that the train station next to the park? Where is it? Yes, I'm thirsty. I'm hungry, can we eat there? A cup of tea with milk, please. I would like a soda, please. What are those people drinking? Thanks, Santa Fe is really beautiful! See you tomorrow in the park! OK, thank you very much!
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Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [14 exercises] 1 a museum a coffee shop a movie theater a park



2 left across between in front of



3 a train station a city hall a post office a grocery store



4 a town a village countryside a beach a suburb mountains
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5 a car a truck a train a plane a jet a motorcycle



6 a train a bus a plane a jet a truck a car



7 London San Diego Paris Rome Pittsburgh



8 an airport a ticket a car a shuttle bus service a credit card



9 a plane a car a shuttle bus service a credit card a train
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10 a ticket a plane a credit card a flight a car



11 a credit card a ticket a car an airport a reservation



12 a shopping mall a hotel a train station a parking lot a conference room



13 New York Los Angeles Paris London Boston



14 a suitcase a wallet a purse a bag a back pack
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Word Association [4 exercises] 1



Match the words from the dialogue with the related words on the right. post office bakery bank



2



Match the words from the dialogue with the related words on the right. to cost to run to eat



3



to buy to walk to drink



Match the words from the dialogue with their antonyms on the right. in front of on top of left



4



stamp bread money



behind under right



Match the words from the dialogue with the related words on the right. how old how much how many



fifteen years old four dollars twenty-five people



Sentence Practice [4 exercises] 1



Rewrite the following sentences as in the example. Example: The kitchen is (next to / on) the left.



The kitchen is on the left.



The bank is (on / in) 41st Street.



The bank is on 41st Street. The bank's on 41st Street.



The women (on / in) the bus are talking.



The women on the bus are talking.



Breakfast is (in / at) the dining room.



Breakfast is in the dining room. Breakfast's in the dining room.



Prepositions of place
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2



Rewrite the following sentences as in the example. Example: The tea (here) is good. The park (there) is new.



That park is new. That park's new.



The buildings (here) are old.



These buildings are old.



The people (there) are drinking tea.



Those people are drinking tea.



Demonstratives



3



This tea is good.



'Here' - 'There'



Rewrite the following sentences as in the example. Example: How (much / many) does a stamp cost?



How much does a stamp cost?



How (much / many) people live here?



How many people live here?



How (much / many) tickets do you have?



How many tickets do you have?



How (much / many) milk would you like?



How much milk would you like?



'How much' - 'How many'



4



Reformulate as in the example. Example: The town is 400 years old. (How old)



How old is the town?



The post office is downtown. (Where)



Where is the post office? Where's the post office?



The bakery opens at seven o'clock. (When)



When does the bakery open?



This store sells clothes. (What)



What does this store sell?



Interrogative words
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Dialogue: Expression [1 exercises] 1



Welcome to Santa Fe! Would you like a tour of the city? Yes, where are we now? Great! What is this building? I would love to see the city.



2



When does the post office open? How much do stamps cost?



It's behind the bank. No, that's a movie theater. About 60,000 people live in Santa Fe.



4 4 4



No, the post office is closed on Saturday afternoon. At nine o'clock in the morning. One stamp costs 60 cents.



5



That is a bookstore. Yes. Eight dollars.



6 6 6



Yes, of course! Yes, the grocery store is behind the park. That is a grocery store.



7 7



5 5



And there, on the left, is a new movie theater. What is between the movie theater and the post office? Is that a bookstore? How much does a ticket cost?



6



3 3 3



Here is the post office. Is it open?



5



This is a bakery, it sells bread. Four hundred years old. These stores sell clothes.



You can learn about the history of the city in the museum. Where is the museum? Is that the museum there? How many people live in Santa Fe?



4



2 2 2



This is the downtown area. What does that store sell? How old is this city? There are a lot of stores downtown.



3



This is City Hall. This is City Hall.



Here, on the right, is the park. Can you run in the park? Is the park in front of the grocery store? What is across from the park?
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7



7



We can walk in the park tomorrow, before your train leaves. Where is the train station? How far is the train station? Is that the train station next to the park?



8



Right here! You can have a sandwich.



9 9 9



Sure. No problem. Those people are drinking juice.



10 10 10



[You are now in the coffee shop.] What do you want to drink? A cup of tea with milk, please. I would like a soda, please. What are those people drinking?



10



8 8 8



Would you like to go to the coffee shop? Where is it? Yes, I'm thirsty. I'm hungry, can we eat there?



9



It's not far from the museum. Five minutes from here. No, that's the bus station.



This is the end of the tour! Thanks, Santa Fe is really beautiful! See you tomorrow in the park! OK, thank you very much!



Words and Topics [4 exercises] 1



Put the words in the corresponding lexical group. Date and Time in the afternoon / in the evening / in the morning / at night Transportation terms bus / subway / ticket



2



Put the words in the corresponding lexical group. Location close / between / in front of / next / outside House and home bathroom / living room / hall / bedroom
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3



Put the words in the corresponding lexical group. Food meat / pork / salad / sandwich / sugar / vegetable Shopping bakery / deli / grocery / store / supermarket



4



Put the words in the corresponding lexical group. Seasons fall / spring / summer / winter Housing bedroom / bathroom / kitchen / dining room / garage



Dialogue: Comprehension [1 exercises] 1



Welcome to Santa Fe! Would you like a tour of the city? I would love to see the city. Yes, where are we now? Great! What is this building? Can you run in the park? I would like a soda, please. A cup of tea with milk, please. When does the post office open? I'm hungry, can we eat there?



2



2 This is City Hall. This is City Hall. Yes, of course! No problem. Sure. At nine o'clock in the morning. You can have a sandwich.



This is the downtown area. How old is this city? What does that store sell? There are a lot of stores downtown. Where is it? A cup of tea with milk, please. Can you run in the park? I would like a soda, please. See you tomorrow in the park!
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3



3



You can learn about the history of the city in the museum. Where is the museum? Is that the museum there? How many people live in Santa Fe? What are those people drinking? A cup of tea with milk, please. See you tomorrow in the park! Can you run in the park? Yes, I'm thirsty.



4



When does the post office open? How much do stamps cost? Is that the train station next to the park? A cup of tea with milk, please. See you tomorrow in the park! Yes, I'm thirsty. I would like a soda, please.



Yes, of course!



No, the post office is closed on Saturday afternoon. At nine o'clock in the morning. One stamp costs 60 cents. No, that's the bus station. Sure.



5 5



No problem.



And there, on the left, is a new movie theater. What is between the movie theater and the post office? How much does a ticket cost? Is that a bookstore? How old is this city? See you tomorrow in the park! Yes, I'm thirsty. A cup of tea with milk, please. What are those people drinking?



6



4 4



Here is the post office. Is it open?



5



It's behind the bank. No, that's a movie theater. About 60,000 people live in Santa Fe. Those people are drinking juice. Sure.



That is a bookstore. Eight dollars. Yes. Four hundred years old.



6 6



Sure. Those people are drinking juice.



Here, on the right, is the park. Can you run in the park? What is across from the park? Is the park in front of the grocery store? See you tomorrow in the park! I would like a soda, please. A cup of tea with milk, please. Yes, where are we now? There are a lot of stores downtown.
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Yes, of course! That is a grocery store. Yes, the grocery store is behind the park. No problem. Sure. This is City Hall. These stores sell clothes.
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7 7



7



We can walk in the park tomorrow, before your train leaves. Where is the train station? How far is the train station? Is that the train station next to the park? Is that the museum there? Is it open? How many people live in Santa Fe? What does that store sell? When does the post office open?



8



8 8



Would you like to go to the coffee shop? Yes, I'm thirsty. I'm hungry, can we eat there? Where is it? How much does a ticket cost? How many people live in Santa Fe? What is between the movie theater and the post office? When does the post office open? I would love to see the city.



9



It's not far from the museum. Five minutes from here. No, that's the bus station. No, that's a movie theater. No, the post office is closed on Saturday afternoon. About 60,000 people live in Santa Fe. This is a bakery, it sells bread. At nine o'clock in the morning.



You can have a sandwich. Right here! Eight dollars. About 60,000 people live in Santa Fe. That is a bookstore. At nine o'clock in the morning.



9 9



[You are now in the coffee shop.] What do you want to drink? A cup of tea with milk, please. I would like a soda, please. What are those people drinking? What is between the movie theater and the post office? Is that a bookstore? How much do stamps cost? Yes, where are we now? What is across from the park?
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Sure. No problem. Those people are drinking juice. That is a bookstore. Yes. One stamp costs 60 cents. This is City Hall. That is a grocery store.
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10 10 10



10



This is the end of the tour! Thanks, Santa Fe is really beautiful! See you tomorrow in the park! OK, thank you very much! When does the post office open? What is between the movie theater and the post office? How much do stamps cost? Is that a bookstore? How many people live in Santa Fe?
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At nine o'clock in the morning. That is a bookstore. One stamp costs 60 cents. Yes. About 60,000 people live in Santa Fe.
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You decide to call and find out more about them. Hello? I'm calling about your villas. 2. Do you still have villas available for this summer? 3. Could you give me ...










 








BEGINNER UNIT 1 (B3) 

Goodbye, Melissa! Bye, Melissa! Sentence Pronunciation Spelling & 1-10 [19 sentence(s)]. A, B, C, D, E, F, G... My name is Beck. B-E-C-K. John Lopez. J-O-H-N.
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Somebody else approaches: "Good morning, I'd like to make a reservation." ... No, my wife will be with me. ... Did you mention this when you booked your seat?










 








BEGINNER UNIT 2 (B1) 

Thank you, see you soon! .... He watches Spanish TV shows. ... to watch music to dance pants to wear book to read. 2. Match the words from the dialogue with the ...... Word Order with speech recognition [6 exercises]. 1 if you say the glass is.
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I'm answering your stupid questions! 13 ... Word Pronunciation - body parts [21 word(s)] leg .... Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [2 exercises]. 1.










 








intermediate plus unit 8 (b3) - slidex.tips 

Here, use our phone. 6 ... hurt worse first heard person ... 1. Conjugate as in the example. Example: I (to call). I have been calling ..... They go to heaven.










 








BEGINNER UNIT 3 (B2) 

Put the words from the text in the corresponding categories. ... beach in the afternoon, and then go dancing at night. The best ...... leave your dog in a kennel. 8.










 








BEGINNER UNIT 7 (B2) 

In the living room. 3 ..... 16 A rise in body temperature above the normal level. fever ..... It's well known that only dogs would play and fight for a piece of wood.










 








BEGINNER UNIT 1 (B1) 

What is your name? .... Match the words from the dialogue with their synonyms on the right. ..... from the dialogue with the related words on the right. son daughter man woman father .... Make the following sentences plural. ...... Which of the follo










 








INTERMEDIATE UNIT 9 (B3) 

Dialogue: Explore [1 exercises]. 1. Excuse me, I'm ... What sort of discount could you give us for an order of that size? How about 10 ..... Adjectives ending in -ing.










 








ADVANCED UNIT 9 (B3) 

Thank you for your time. I'm very excited about .... I'm always happy to give my opinion. .... You have been planning a trip across the USA for a long time. The big ...
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town and you phone the Hilton Hotel to book your room. ... latest details concerning your seminar. "How are you getting on with the planning? ..... Mr.Thomson, your sales manager, assured me that he'd tell you about my trip to New York so that.
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Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [2 exercises]. 1 to fax .... The factory in China is the least successful. Regular superlatives. 2. Reformulate as in ...
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rap music folk music. 7 rock 'n' roll acid jazz opera heavy metal classical music. 8 a space capsule an airplane a submarine an astronaut an airport a catamaran.










 








INTERMEDIATE UNIT 3 (B3) 

You call to find out if the weather is going to ... Tomorrow, Friday, is going to be the same as today. ... At this time of year you only get warmth and sun in countries like South Africa! ..... Most generally, 'After the rain comes good weather' mea










 








ADVANCED UNIT 6 (B3) 

crew destination to fly (v.) information desk on strike pilot plane to travel (v.) ... A frantic passenger walks up: "I got caught in traffic and just missed my flight.".
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